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We study projective and afiine factors in 2-coverings and associate canonically 
a projective space of order 2 and ah atTine space of order 3 to each Steiner triple 
system and an atline space of order 2 to each Steiner quadruple system. 
1. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
A 2-covering is a set S whose elements are called points provided with 
certain distinguished subsets called lines (or sometimes block+) such that 
any two distinct points of S are contained in at least one line and every line 
contains at least two points. When no confusion is possible, we will use the 
same symbol for a 2-covering and for its set of points. 
A linear space is a 2-covering in which any two distinct points x and y are 
contained in exactly one line denoted by xy. 
A subspace of a 2-covering S is a subset V of S such that any line having 
at least two points in V is contained in V. The subspace generated by a 
subset X of S will be the intersection of all subspaces containing X and will be 
denoted by <X>,. 
A subset A of a 2-covering S is called a base if (A) = S and for any x E A 
we have (A - {x}> f  S. 
If D is a subspace of a 2-covering S, then the set of all lines of S contained 
in D defines a structure of 2-covering on D. We will often identify the subspace 
D with this induced 2-covering. 
A hyperplane of a 2-covering S is a maximal proper subspace of S. 
A projective hyperplane of a 2-covering S is a proper subspace H of S such 
that any line of S has at least one point in H. It is easy to see that a projective 
hyperplane is always a hyperplane. 
A plane of a linear space S is a subspace generated by a triangle, that is, by 
three noncollinear points of S. 
* Aspirant van het Belgisch Nationaal Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek. 
1 The word “block” is used mainly for special types of 2-coverings, such as, for instance, 
S(h; 2, k, c). (See below.) 
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A 2-covering is called connected if it is not the disjoint union of 2 proper 
subspaces. The connected component of a point p is the maximal connected 
subspace containingp. It is easy to see that any line not contained in a con- 
nected component has exactly two points. 
A projective space in the broad sense is a linear space in which all connected 
components are projective spaces. (Note that these projective spaces may be 
points or lines of arbitrary cardinality k > 2.) 
A closure space is a set S provided with certain distinguished subsets called 
closed sets such that any intersection of closed sets is a closed set. (Note 
that, by convention, nDEQ D = S, so that S is a closed set.) If D is a subset of 
S, the closure of D or the closed set generated by D is the intersection of all 
closed sets containing D and is denoted by (D;,. The lattice obtained by 
ordering the closed sets of S by inclusion is called the lattice associated to S. 
A hyperplarze of a closure space S is a maximal proper closed set of S. 
Let E be a ‘-covering. The closure space whose points are the points of E 
and whose closed sets are the subspaces of E will be called the closure space 
associated to E. The lattice associated to E will be the lattice associated 
to this closure space. 
A closure space S has the exchange property if for any a, b ES and any 
subset A of S with a E (A, 6) - (A,, we have b E (A, a‘,‘. 
The length I(S) of a 2-covering S will be the length of the lattice associated 
to s. 
As in [l l] the dimension dim S of a 2-covering S (or more generally of a 
closure space) will be the smallest cardinal number n such that there is a subset 
of n + 1 points generating S. (Note that this definition is different from the 
definition given by Libois in [16]). If S is a 2-covering of finite length, we 
have dim S < l(S) - I. 
A t-couerirrg (t 2 3) is a set S provided with certain distinguished subsets 
called blocks such that any t distinct points of S are contained in at least 
one block and every block contains at least t points. If x1 ,..., .xen ,2 < n < t, 
are t - n distinct points of S, then the n-covering whose set of points is 
s - {.Ul ,...) s,-,,: and whose blocks are the subsets B - {x, ,..., x,-J where 
B runs over all blocks of S containing {x1 ,..., ,-c-J is called the residual 
u-covering qf S OH S - (x1 ,..., x,-,1 and is denoted by Szl ,.,., Jzt--n .
A subset c’ of a t-covering S is called a subspace if every block having at 
least I points in C’ is contained in V, A subset H of S containing at least 
t - 2 points is called a projective hyperplane of S if for any t - 2 points 
.x1 ).‘.) xl-? of H, the set H - [x, ,..., xt& is a projective hyperplane of 
S.l l....‘.“f-2 3 i.e., if H is a proper subspace such that there is no block having 
exactly t - 2 points in H. The closure space associated to a t-covering S is 
the closure space whose closed sets are the subspaces of S. The dimension of 
a t-covering S is the dimension of the closure space associated to S. 
A desigrz S(& t, li, v) (where h, t, k, and o are integers with 2 < t < k, 
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h > 0 and v 3 0) is a t-covering S of v points such that any block of S has 
exactly k points and any t points of S are contained in exactly h blocks. 
(Note that our definition does not allow repeated blocks.) If h = 1 we write 
simply S(t, k, v) instead of S(1; t, k, v). 
Blocks of S(2, k, U) are often called lines. However, for S(X; 2, k, v) with 
h > 1 the word “line” is usually used in another sense. (See Section 4.) 
An S(t, k, v) is called a Steiner system. An S(2, 3, v) is called a Steiner 
triple system. An S(3, 4, v) is called a Steiner quadruple system. 
It is well known that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of an S(2, 3, u) with v # 0 is z, = 1 or 3 (mod 6) [14] and that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of an S(3, 4, v) with v 2 2 is 
v E 2 or 4 (mod 6) [9]. 
A T(3, t) (where t is an arbitrary cardinal number >I) is a linear space T 
of 3t points provided with a partition of the lines of T into two classes /3 
and G where: 
(i) G partitions T into 3 lines of t points. 
(ii) The elements of /3 have 3 points. 
The elements of G are called groups, the elements of /3 are called blocks. 
A T(3, 1) will be a linear space T consisting of a single line (called block) 
of 3 points and the groups of Twill be the singletons {x}, x E T. 
A T(3, t) (t > 0) is called a tricover. 
It is well known that a T(3, t) exists for any cardinal number t > 0. For 
instance, if G is a group, 1 G / = t, we can construct a T(3, t) on G x (0, 1, 2) 
whose groups are the subsets G x (0}, G x (1) and G x (2) and whose 
blocks are the 3-subsets {(x, 0), ( y, I), (z, 2)) where x . y = z. 
Let V be a Steiner triple system and X1 ,..., X, (n E N*) be n Steiner triple 
systems containing the Steiner triple system V as a subspace, such that if 
i f j we have Xi n Xj = V. Let T be a Steiner triple system whose points 
are the Steiner triple systems Xi, i = l,..., n. A Steiner triple system S is 
called a generalized Moore-product with multiplier T, components X1,..., X, 
and distinguished set I/ if we can associate to each block B = {Xi , Xj , A’,> 
of T a tricover B’ with groups Xi - V, Xj - V, and X, - V such that the set 
of points of S is &l,...,n Xi and the blocks of S are: 
(i) the blocks of X, , i = I,..., n; 
(ii) the blocks of B’ where B is a block of T. 
If P is a set of subsets of a set S, we will denote by C(P) the closure space 
whose set of points is S and whose closed sets are the intersections of families 
of elements of P, by C”(P) the set of all elements of length n of C(P) and by 
C,(P) the lattice consisting of S and of all elements of length at most n of 
C(P), ordered by inclusion. 
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If L is a lattice and if a, b E L, b > a, then b covers a if b > c > a implies 
c = a. 
A complete lattice is called atomic if every element is a join of atoms, i.e., 
of elements covering the least element 0. A lattice of finite length is called 
upper-semimodular if whenever two distinct elements a and b both cover a 
third element c, a v b covers both a and b. 
A geometric lattice is an atomic, upper-semimodular lattice ofjinite length. 
Clearly, every lattice of finite length, and thus every geometric lattice, is 
complete. 
A matroid is a closure space S of finite length, having the exchange property. 
It is well known that the lattice associated to a matroid is geometric 
]3, 201. 
The following theorem characterizes finite matroids by the properties of 
their hyperplanes: 
THEOREM (see for instance [3] or [20]). A set P of proper subsets of a 
jinite set S is the set of all hyperplanes of a matroid on S 1% 
(i) ZfH,,H,EP,thenHICH,>HH,=H,, 
(ii) Zf HI, H, E P, HI i H, and ifp ES - (HI n H,), then there is an 
element H3 of P, containing HI n H, andp. 
The following results will be used in the sequel: 
PRELIMINARY RESULT 1. A subspace H of an S(t, k, v) with v 3 t - 1 is 
a projective hyperplane $1 H / = (v - t + l)/(k - t + 1) + t - 2. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove that a subspace H of an S(2, k, v) 
(v > 1) is a projective hyperplane iff I H I = (v - l)/(k - 1). To see this it 
suffices to consider a point x not in Hand to notice that each line through x 
has exactly one point in H. 
PRELIMINARY RESULT 2. A subspace H of an S(2, 3, v), u > 1, is a projec- 
tive hyperplane ifs I H I = (v - 1)/2. A subspace H of an S(3, 4, v), v > 2, 
is a projective hyperplane iff 1 H 1 = v/2. 
PRELIMINARY RESULT 3. Zf H is a projective hyperplane of a 2-covering 
S and if U is a subspace not contained in H, then H n U is a projective hyper- 
plane of U. 
The proof is straightforward. 
PRELIMINARY RESULT 4. Zf HI and H, are two projective hyperplanes of a 
2-covering S and [f p $ HI n H, then there is at most one projective hyperplane 
containing HI n H, and p. 
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Proof. If H3 and H4 are two distinct projective hyperplanes containing 
Hl n H, and p and if HI # H3, then HI n H3 is a projective hyperplane of 
Hl containing Hl n H, which is also a projective hyperplane of Hl and so 
Hl n H, = Hl n H, . By a similar argument H3 n H4 = H3 n Hl , So 
H3 n H.% = Hl n Hz, a contradiction since p E H3 n H4 and p $ HI n Hz. 
PRELIMINARY RESULT 5. If P is a set of subsets of a set S such that if 
H,, H,EP, HI f Hz, and if P G HI v ff,, there is an element H3 of P 
containing p with H3 n H, = Hl n Hz, then C(P) has the exchange property. 
ProoJ Let a, b ES, A C S with a E (A, 6) - {A) and suppose that 
b qk (A, a). By the definition of C(P), there is an element Hl of P containing 
(A) but not a and an element Hz of P containing (A, a> but not 6. By our 
assumptions, there is an element H3 of P containing b such that H3 n H, = 
Hl n Hz. We have then <A, b) C H3 and a $ H3, a contradiction. 
The following result is an immediate corollary of Preliminary result 5: 
PRELIMINARY RESULT 6. If P is a set of subsets of a set S satisfying the 
condition of Preliminary Result 5, then for all n E N”, C,(P) is a geometric 
Zattice of Zength min (n + 1, I(C(P))). 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF PROJECTIVE SPACES 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a set of projective hyperplanes of a 2-covering E 
such that, if Hl and Hz are distinct elements of P and if p q? Hl n H, , there is 
an element of P containing Hl n Hz and p. Let V be the intersection of all 
elements of P and let EV be the lattice of all subspaces of E containing V, 
ordered by inclusion, then: 
(i) EV is isomorphic to a lattice associated to a projective space in the 
broad sense. 
(ii) The elements of length n (n E N) of EV are exactIy the elements of 
length n of C(P). 
(iii) If x E E - V, V is a projective hyperplane of (V, x>~ . 
Proof. By Preliminary Results 5 and 6, C(P) has the exchange property 
and C,(P) is geometric for all n E N *. We have l,v(V) = Z,(,)(V) = 0. 
Suppose now that (ii) holds for all n < m (m E N). Let WE EV, I&W) = m, 
let x E E - W and let HE P such that WC H, x $ H. As C(P) has the ex- 
change property, H n (W, x),(,) = W, so that, in E, W is a projective 
hyperplane of (W, x)ou,) and (W, x)~(,,) = (W, x)~. This proves (ii) 
by induction and also that if Y has finite length in EV and x 6 Y, Y is a projec- 
tive hyperplane of (Y. x)~ . It is now clear that the elements of length 2 of 
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E” define a linear space on the elements of length 1, that E” is isomorphic 
to the lattice associated to this linear space and that in any plane of this 
linear space all lines are projective hyperplanes; in other words any two 
coplanar lines have a point in common which proves the theorem [19]. 
COROLLARY 12. A 2-covering E is a projective space in the broad sense ifs 
(i) the intersection of the projective hyperplanes of E is the empty set, 
(ii) When HI and H, are distinct prqjective hyperplanes of E then 
V x $ HI n H, there is a projective hyperplane containing HI n Hz and x. 
Proof. Theorem 1 shows that if we take the subspaces generated by 
two points as lines, the resulting structure is a projective space in the broad 
sense. Now let L be a line of E and let x and y be two points of L. As was 
shown in the proof of Theorem 1. any point of (x, y) is a projective hyper- 
plane of (x, y>, so is contained in L and L = (x, y). So the lines of E are 
exactly the subspaces generated by two pointqwhich remained to be proved. 
COROLLARY 2. A 2-covering, containing at Ieast 3 points, is a projective 
space 1JT it is connected and satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 3. A Steiner triple sys.tem (or more generally a 2-covering 
in which all lines have 3 points) is a projective space over GF(2) zr the inter- 
section of its projective hyperplanes is empty. 
ProoJ A 2-covering Sin which all lines have 3 points is always connected. 
If HI and H, are two distinct projective hyperplanes of S, then it is easy to 
verify that (HI n Hz) u (S - (HI u H,)) is also a projective hyperplane of 
S which shows that condition (ii) of Corollary 1 holds, so Corollary 3 follows. 
from Corollary 2. 
The following corollary associates canonically a projective space to each 
Steiner triple system. (An analogous result was found independently by 
Coupland [2].) 
COROLLARY 4. If V is the intersection of all projective hyperplanes of a 
Steiner triple system S (or more generally of a 2-covering in which all lines 
have 3 points), then the lattice of all subspaces of S containing V ordered by 
inclusion is a projective space over GF(2). 
We will call the dimension of this projective space the projective dimension 
of the Steiner triple system S and denote it by d,(S). Clearly d,(S) < dim S.. 
* This was proved for linear spaces by W. M. Kantor (personal communication). 
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COROLLARY 5. The Steiner triple systems S with d,(S) > n (n E N) are 
exactly the generalized Moore-products whofe multiplier is a projective space 
of order 2 and dimension n and whose distinguished set is a projective hyperpIane 
in all components. 
Proof. If S is a Steiner triple system with d,(S) b n and if V is the inter- 
section of all projective hyperplanes of S, let W be a subspace of S containing 
V such that, if Sv is defined as in Theorem 1, W has dimension d,(S) - n - 1 
in S”. It is easy to see that S is a generalized Moore-product with distinguished 
set W, components (W, x) where x runs over all points not contained in W 
and with a projective space of dimension y1 as multiplier. 
COROLLARY 6. Let S be a Steiner quadruple system (or more generally a 
3-covering in which all blocks have 4 points) and let for any point p the inter- 
section of all projective hyperplanes of S containing p be denoted by A,. 
(It is understood that ifs contains no projective hyperplanes we have A, = S.) 
Then the lattice A(S) of all subspaces of S that are unions of subsets A, 
(notice that the subsets A, partition S since the complement of a projective 
hyperplane is clearly also a projective hyperplane) is an afine space over GF(2). 
Proof. If HI and H, are distinct projective hyperplanes of S with non- 
empty intersection then one easily verifies that the symmetric difference 
HI d HZ = (HI u H,) - (HI n H,) and (HI n H,) u (S - (HI u HZ)) are 
also projective hyperplanes. Let p and q be two points of S with A, # A,. 
Let X be the intersection of all projective hyperplanes containing p and q 
and suppose there is an element x of Xnot contained in A, u A,. Let HI be 
a projective hyperplane containingp but not x (and so not q) and let H, be a 
projective hyperplane containing q but not x (and so not p). Then HI d Hz 
is a projective hyperplane containing p and q but not x, a contradiction. 
So we have proved that for every pair of points p, q E S the intersection of all 
projective hyperplanes containing p and q is A, u A, . 
For any element p of S, the elements of finite length of the lattice B, of all 
elements of A(S) containing p, can be considered as the elements of finite 
length of a projective space of order 2 since the set P of all subsets H - {p} 
where H is a projective hyperplane of S containing p is a set of projective 
hyperplanes of the residual 2-covering S, satisfying the conditions required 
in Theorem 1. The atoms of B, are the subsets A, u A, where A, # A, . 
It follows that, in A(S), the 1.u.b. of 3 distinct atoms contains exactly 4 atoms 
and that the 1.u.b. of 4 distinct atoms contains either only these 4 atoms or 
exactly 8 atoms. Moreover A E A(S) ifF (A,, A,, Ar)a(s) C A for any p, q, 
r E A. By [15] this implies that A(S) is an affine space over GF(2). 
Corollary 6 associates canonically an affine space over GF(2) to each 
Steiner quadruple system S. We call the dimension of this affine space the 
projective dimension of S and denote it by d,,(S). Clearly dp(S) < dim S. 
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The affine space associated to S contains always at least the empty set and S 
itself, so we have &(S) = - 1 o S = m . Ifp E S we have d&5’,) 3 L&&S) - 1. 
COROLLARY 7. A Steiner quadruple system S (or more generally a 3- 
covering in which all blocks have 4 points) is an afine space of order 2 iffor all 
p E S the intersection of all projective hyperplanes containing p is equal to ( p). 
If S is a Steiner quadruple system (or more generally an arbitrary 3- 
covering in which all blocks have 4 points and any 3 points are contained in 
exactly one block) and if A, # A,, then the mapping a:94 from A, - {p} 
to A, - {q} that maps r E A, - (p} onto the fourth point of the block 
through p, q and r is a bijection. So if S is a 3-covering in which all blocks 
have 4 points and any 3 points are contained in exactly one block, all subsets 
A, have the same cardinality so that we have also: 
COROLLARY 8. A nonempty Steiner quadruple system S (or more generally 
a nonempty 3-covering in which all blocks have 4 points and any 3 points are 
contained in exactly one block) is an ajj%e space of order 2 Q.T there is a point p 
in S such that p is the intersection of all projective hyperplanes in which it is 
contained. 
Remark 1. S(t, t + 1, v) with t 3 4 and v 3 t + 2, have no projective 
hyperplanes [4]. 
Remark 2. From Corollary 5 it immediately follows that if there exists an 
S(2, 3, v) S with d&S) = n, then there exists an integer w 3 0, where either 
w = 1 or 3 (mod 6) or w = 0, such that v = w + (2”+l - l)(w + 1). 
Conversely, if z, > 9 and if u = w + (2”f1 - l)(w + l), where n > -1 
and w 3 0 are integers with w = 1 or 3 (mod 6) or w = 0, then there exists 
an S(2, 3, v) S with dP(S) = n. (This was proved independently by Coupland 
[2] and the author [ 181). 
All S(2, 3, 0) have projective dimension - 1, all S(2, 3, 1) have projective 
dimension 0, all S(2, 3, 3) have projective dimension 1 and all S(2, 3, 7) 
have projective dimension 2. If S is an S(3, 4, v) with dP(S) = n (n 3 0), then 
by Corollary 6 it is easy to see that v = 2” * w, where w = 2 or 4 (mod 6) or 
w = 1. Conversely, if v = 2” . w (n > 0), where w = 2 or 4 (mod 6) or 
w = 1 and v > 10, there exists an S(3, 4, v) S with dr(S) = n [I&]. 
All S(3, 4, 0) have projective dimension -1, all S(3, 4, 1) have projective 
dimension 0, all S(3, 4, 2) have projective dimension 1, all S(3, 4, 4) have 
projective dimension 2, and all S(3, 4, 8) have projective dimension 3. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF AFFINE SPACES 
Most results of Section 2 have analogs for affine spaces. We need the 
following definition: 
582a/28/3-6 
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An afine hyperplane of a connected 2-covering S is a nonempty proper 
subspace H of S such that for any point p ES - H the join of {p} and all 
lines disjoint from H and containing p is a subspace H, with the property 
that each line having exactly one point in H has a point in H, . It is clear that 
H, is also an affine hyperplane. We will say that H, is the parallel hyperplane 
to H through p and write H//H,. We will also consider H to be parallel to 
itself. 
The following properties of the affine hyperplanes of a connected 2- 
covering S are easily checked: 
(1) Parallelism is an equivalence relation. 
(2) An athne hyperplane is always a hyperplane. 
(3) If HI and H, are two affine hyperplanes, we have HI//Hz iff 
HI n H, = @ or HI = H, . 
(4) Tf H is an affine hyperplane, then the set 6, of all hyperplanes 
parallel to His a partition of S. 
(5) If HI and H, are two affine hyperplanes, then I 6,1 / = I aH, I 2 3. 
Proof. As S is connected, / 6, / 2 3 for any affine hyperplane H. If 
&fl = hf2 > there is nothing to prove. If a,1 + SH, , let p E HI n H, , 
H; E h1 - (HI}, q E Hi - Hz and let L be a line through p and q. The line 
L has exactly one point in each of the elements of SH1 (a,* respectively), so 
that 1 a,1 I = / L j = 1 6,z I. 
(6) If H is an affine hyperplane, if D is a subspace not contained in 
HandifD n H + 0, then D is connected and D n His an affine hyperplane 
of D. 
(7) Tf HI and H, are affine hyperplanes with HI n Hz f o and if 
p $ HI n H2, then there is at most one affine hyperplane containing HI n Hz 
and p. 
(8) lf S is a linear space, all affine hyperplanes have the same cardinality. 
ProoJ Let HI and H, be two distinct afine hyperplanes and let p 4 
H, u H, . 
If HI//Hz, then the mapping a, from HI to H, that maps /z E HI onto 
ph n Hz is a bijection, so that 1 HI I = / H, j. If HI n H, # a, let Hi//H, , 
p E Hi and Hi//H,, p E Hi. By (6) Hi n H, and HI n H, are afine hyper- 
planes of H, and by (3) we have (Hi n H,)//(H, n Hz) in H, . Similarly 
(H~nH,)//(H,nH,)inH,,sothatIH;nH,i=IH,nH,l=IH,nH~l. 
The mapping p,, from HI - Hi to H2 - Hi that maps h E HI - Hi onto 
ph n Hz is a bijection, so that I HI ! = / Hz 1. 
(9) If S is an S(2, k,)zi) and H is an affine hyperplane of S, then 
j H I = Z./k. 
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(10) If S is a linear space and H is at the same time an affine and a 
projective hyperplane of S then S is a line and His a singleton. 
(11) lf A is an arbitrary nonempty 2-covering and A C B where B 
contains at least two points not in A, then there is one and only one connected 
2-covering on B containing A at the same time as an affine and as a projective 
hyperplane. The lines of that 2-covering are the lines of A and the subsets 
(B - A) u (s: where s runs over all elements of A. 
Remark 1. If in the definition of affine hyperplanes we would not assume 
that S is connected, a nonempty proper subset of a disconnected 2-covering 
S would be an affine hyperplane iff it is a disjoint union of connected compo- 
nents and many properties of affine hyperplanes would not remain valid. 
If S is a connected 2-covering and if p E S we will denote by AD the inter- 
section of all affine hyperplanes containing p (where it is understood that if 
S contains no affine hyperplanes, we have A,, = S) and by A(S) the lattice 
of all subspaces of S that are unions of sets A,, , ordered by inclusion. (Note 
that, as a consequence of (4), the subsets A,, partition S.) 
Similarly, if P is a set of affine hyperplanes of S such that if HE P and 
H//H, then HI E P, we will denote by P, the intersection of all elements of P 
containing p (where if P = 13 we have P,, == S) and by P(S) the lattice of all 
subspaces of S that are unions of subsets P,, , ordered by inclusion. Clearly we 
have C(P) C P(S). 
The following property immediately follows from (5): 
(12) If S is a connected 2-covering, then all lines of S not contained 
in a subspace A,, , have the same cardinality, namely / 6,I where H is an 
afine hyperplane of S and 6, is defined as in (4). 
The proof of the following theorem is completely analogous to that of 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. If P is a .set of qfine hJlperp1ane.r of a connectea’ Z-covering 
E such that: 
(a) ifHcPandifHI/H,, then H,cP 
(b) if H, and H, are distinct elements of P with HI IT H, f 3 and if 
p $ HI n Hz , then there is an element of P containing HI r\ Ho and p, 
then 
(i) P(E) is an afine space. 
(ii) If P # ,a, then the elements of length n (n E N) qf P(E) are exactly 
the elements of length n of C(P). 
Proof. By Preliminary Result 6, C,,(P) is geometric for all n E N *. 
If P # D, we have .@ E C(P) and the elements of length 1 of C(P) are 
exactly the elements of length 1 of P(E), i.e., the subspaces P, . One then 
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proves (ii) and the fact that if YE P(E), I&Y) E N* and XE E - Y, Y is 
an affine hyperplane of (Y, x), = (Y, x),(,) = (Y, x),(,) in exactly the 
same way as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
It is then clear that P(E) is isomorphic to a lattice associated to a linear 
space, that all planes of this linear space are affine planes and that in each 
3-dimensional subspace all planes are affine hyperplanes, which proves the 
Theorem [ 151. 
The following corollary characterizes affine spaces of order 23 by the 
properties of their hyperplanes. Such a characterization of affine spaces of 
order 2 was given in Section 2. 
COROLLARY 1. A connected 2-covering E is an afine space ty 
(i) for any point p of E, the intersection of all afJine hyperplanes 
containing p is ( p}. 
(ii) When H1 and H, are distinct afine hyperplanes of E then V x $ 
H1 n Hz there is an afJine hyperplane containing H1 n H, and x. 
The proof is completely anaIogous to that of Corollary 1 of Theorem 1. 
If E is a connected linear space satisfying condition (ii) of Corollary 1 and 
ifA,+-&, then, as noted in the proof of Theorem 2, both A, and A, are 
afine hyperplanes of (A,,qjE = (A,,P)~ E A(E), so that, by property (8), 
1 A, I = 1 A, I. It follows that we have also: 
COROLLARY 2. A nonempty connected linear space E is an afine space ifs 
(i) there is a point p of E such that A, = { p}. 
(ii) When H1 and H, are distinct afJ;ne hyperplanes of E then V x $ 
H1 n H, there is an afine hyperplane containing HI n Hz and x. 
COROLLARY 3. A Steiner triple system S (or more generally a 2-covering 
in which all lines have 3 points) is an afine space over GF(3) #for any point p 
of S the intersection of all afine hyperplanes containing p is ( p>. 
Proof Let H1 and Al be nonparallel afine hyperplanes of S. Let H, and 
H3 be the two hyperplanes parallel to H1 distinct from H1 and let A, and A, 
be the two hyperplanes parallel to A, , distinct from A, . It is easy to see that 
(HI n Ad u W2 n 4) u (4 n 44 and WI n 4 u W2 n 4 u (Cr, n A,) 
are affine hyperplanes of S which show that condition (ii) of Corollary 1 
holds, so Corollary 3 follows from Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 4. A nonempty Steiner triple systems S (or more generally a 
nonempty linear space in which all lines have 3 points) is an afine space over 
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GF(3) ifs there is a point p ES such that {p} is the intersection of all afine 
hyperplanes containing p. 
The following corollary associates canonically an affine space of order 3 
to each Steiner triple system: 
COROLLARY 5. If S is a Steiner triple system (or more generally a 2- 
covering in which all lines have 3 points) then A(S) is an ajine space over GF(3). 
We will call the dimension of this alline space the afine dimension of the 
Steiner triple system S and denote it by dA(S). Clearly dA(S) < dim S. The 
atline space associated to S contains always at least the empty set and S, so 
for any Steiner triple system S we have dA(S) = - 1 + S = is. If S is a 
Steiner triple system containing more than one line we have either dA(S) = 0 
or d,(S) = -1, i.e., S cannot contain at the same time an affine and a 
projective hyperplane. In fact, more generally an S(2, k, U) containing more 
than one line cannot contain at the same time an affine and a projective 
hyperplane. Indeed, if S is an S(2, k, v) containing more than one line, if 
HI is an affine hyperplane of S and H, a projective hyperplane of S, then 
I HI I = v/k and 1 H, I = (v - l)/(k - 1). As S is not a line we have 
H, f HZ, so the subspace HI n H, is an affine hyperplane of H, and a 
projective hyperplane of HI so that 
v-l v/k - 1 v-k 
k(k - 1) 
= 1 HI n H, 1 = k--l = 
k(k - 1) ’ 
a contradiction. 
Infinite linear spaces in which all lines have 3 points can contain at the same 
time an affine and a projective hyperplane. Indeed, consider a projective 
space S of order 2 and infinite dimension d and a subspace V of codimension 2 
of S. Let HI , HZ and H3 be the three hyperplanes of S containing V. Let H 
be a hyperplane of S not containing V. Construct a projective space Vi of 
order 2 and dimension d containing (Hi - V) n H as a hyperplane on each 
set Hi - V, i = 1, 2, 3. It is easy to see that the linear space whose set of 
points is S - V and whose lines are the lines of S disjoint from V and the 
lines of the systems Vi , i = 1, 2, 3 contains Hi - V, i = 1, 2, 3 as affine 
hyperplanes and H - V as a projective hyperplane. 
We have the following analog to Corollary 5 of Theorem 1: 
COROLLARY 6. The Steiner triple systems with dA(S) > n (n > 0) are the 
generalized Moore-productf whose multiplier is an afine space of order 3 
and dimension n, with nonempty components and with empty distinguished set. 
Remark 2. As in a Steiner triple system all subsets A, have the same 
cardinality, from Corollary 5 immediately follows that if there exists an 
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S(2, 3, v) with dA(S) = n (n 3 0), then o = 3” * w, where w I or 3 
(mod 6). 
Conversely, if rz > 0 and v 3 13 and if v = 3” . w, where w = 1 or 3 
(mod 6). then there is an S(2, 3, u)S with dA(S) = n [18]. All S(2, 3, 0) have 
affine dimension - 1, all S(2, 3, 1) and S(2, 3, 7) have affine dimension 0, 
all (2, 3. 3) have affine dimension 1 and all S(2, 3, 9) have affine dimension 2. 
Renmrk 3. For the connection between the aIhne and projective dimen- 
sion of S(2, 3, o) and ranks of incidence matrices, we refer the reader to [8]. 
Remark 4. The projective and affine dimensions can be used to study 
the behavior of the dimension of S(2, 3, tl) and S(3, 4, v) under certain 
recurrent constructions (see [18]). 
4. THE DEMBOWSKI-WAGNER THEOREM AND THEOREMS OF KANTOR 
The purpose of this section is to investigate the relation between Theorems 1 
and 2, the Dembowski-Wagner theorem, and theorems of Kantor. 
If S is an S(h; 2, k, o), the line through two distinct points x and 4’ of S 
is defined as the intersection of all blocks containing x and y. (This is con- 
sistent with the fact that blocks of S(2, /i, v) are often called lines, since if 
X = I, the lines of S, as defined above, are exactly the blocks of S.) It is 
straightforward to see that S structured with its lines is a linear space. We 
will call this linear space the linear space derived from S. 
The DembowskiiWagner Theorem [7] states that if S is an S(h; 2, k, v) 
(k < v - 2) and if all blocks of S are projective hyperplanes of the derived 
linear space, then this derived linear space is a projective space and the blocks 
of S are exactly the hyperplanes of the derived linear space. Kantor [13, 
Theorem 41 proved that it is sufficient to assume that there is at least one 
block of S which is a projective hyperplane of the derived linear space. An 
affine analog to the Dembowski-Wagner theorem can be found in [6]. 
Tn [13], Kantor proved the following generalization of the Dembowski- 
Wagner theorem: 
A set P of subsets of a set S of v points (v E N *) is the set of all hyperplanes 
of a projective or affine space of dimension > 4 on S iff there are integers 
k > 0 and p > 1 with (p - l)(v - k) # (k - p)” such that the following 
assumptions hold: 
(I) For all HE P, / H I = k. 
(II) IfHl,H2~P,Hl#Hz,andHlnH2#u,then[HlnH,j=p. 
(III) If HI , H, E P, HI # H, , and if p ES, then there is an element 
H3 of P containing HI n H, and p. 
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(IV) If p, q E S, p # q, there is an element H of P such that p E H, 
q $ H. 
(V) u - 2 3 k > p. 
In [13], it is also observed that the dual of the Dembowski--Wagner 
theorem may be stated as follows: 
A set P of subsets of a set S of u points (v E N) is the set of all hyperplanes 
of a projective space of dimension 22 on S iff P satisfies (I)-(V) and if Hl n 
H2 + @ for all Hl , H, E P. In [12], a generalization of the Dembowski- 
Wagner theorem is proved, using geometric lattices. 
The purpose of the Dembowski-Wagner theorem and of Kantor’s theorems 
was to give an intrinsic characterization of the designs of points and hyper- 
planes of finite projective and affine spaces. The purpose of Theorems 1 and 2 
was to find projective and a&e factors in 2-coverings. We will now adapt 
the Dembowski-Wagner theorem in order to be able to use it to find factors. 
LEMMA 1. If S is a jinite connected linear space and if euery litze of S is 
the intersection of the projective hyperplanes of S in which it is contailled, then 
all lines of S have the same cardinality. 
Proof. If L, and L, are two lines of at least 3 points meeting in a point p, 
if x1 E L, - {p} and x2 E L, - { p>, then / xlxz / 2 3. Indeed, let y1 E L, - 
{ P, Xl>, Y2 E L, - { p, xz} and let H be a projective hyperplane of S containing 
y1y2 but not p. We have x1x2 n H I D and as x1 $ H and x2 6 H, we have 
I .5x2/ 3 3. 
As S is connected, this implies that all lines of S have at least 3 points, so 
that all subspaces of S are connected. We now prove Lemma 1 by induction 
on Z(S). If Z(S) < 2, there is nothing to prove. If Z(S) = 3, all lines are projec- 
tive hyperplanes and so S is a projective plane. Assume Lemma 1 is true for 
linear spaces of length at most IZ (n 2 3). Let S be a linear space satisfying 
the conditions of Lemma 1 with Z(S) = it + 1. Let U be a subspace of length 
n of S. By induction all lines of U have the same cardinality k, . If L is an 
arbitrary line, let H be a projective hyperplane through L. As I(U) = n > 3, 
U n H contains a line R. We have I L I = I R I = k, , which proves the 
lemma. 
An incidence structure is a triple D = (S, /3, I) where S, p, and I are sets 
with IC S x p. The elements of S are called points, the elements of /3 are 
called blocks. If ( p, B) E 1, we write p Z B and say that p is incident with B or 
that B contains p. If B is a block, (B) denotes the set of all points incident 
with B. 
If x and y are two distinct points, the line xy is defined as the intersection 
of all sets (B) where B is a block containing x and y. In particular, if there is 
no block through x and y we have xy = S. The set of all lines defines a 
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2-covering D, on S which we will call the 2-covering derivedfrom the incidence 
structure D. 
Two incidence structures (S, , /?r , 1,) and (S, , Bz, I& are called isomorphic 
provided there are bijections o(: S, -+ S, and (T: /3, ---f ,S2 such that (p, B) E I1 
iff (a(p), o(B)) E I,. To each design S, one can associate an incidence struc- 
ture whose points are the points of S and whose blocks are the blocks of S 
by putting pIB iff p E B. If D = (S, /3, I) is an incidence structure and if 
h E N * we denote by hD the incidence structure (S, /3 x (I,..., h), I,), where 
PUB, 4 (PES, BEA 1 < i < h) iff pIB. An incidence structure 
(S, 8, Z) will be called finite if both S and p are finite. 
The following theorem is a repeated block version of the Dembowski- 
Wagner theorem: 
THEOREM 3. If D is a finite incidence structure then D is isomorphic to an 
incidence structure XP where h E N* and where P is a design of points and 
hyperplanes of a projective space of dimension 3 2 ifs 
(i) The 2-covering D, derivedfrom D is connected. 
(ii) For every block B, (B) is a projective hyperplane of D, . 
(iii) Every point is on the same number t.~ of blockg. 
(iv) There is a block incident with at least two points. 
Proof. By (ii), all sets (B), where B is a block, are subspaces of D1 , so 
that all lines of D, are intersections of subspaces, so are subspaces. If L, , 
L, are lines of D, and if x, y E L, n L, , x f y, then, as L, is a subspace, 
L, C L, . As L, is a subspace, L, = L, , so that D, is a linear space. 
By Lemma 1, all lines of D, have the same cardinality k. Let b be the number 
of blocks of D, let L be a line of D, and let bL be the number of blocks incident 
with all points of L. As all blocks have at least one point in L we have 
b=kp-(k- l)bL, so bL = (kp - b)/(k - 1) does not depend on the 
choice of L. Similarly, if L is a line and if p E D, - L, if p1 = (kp - b)/ 
(k - 1) and if b,,, is the number of blocks through L and p, we have 
b L,z, = (kpl - p)/(k - 1) which does not depend on the choice of L and p. 
As any block containing L and p contains (L, p), this implies that if R is 
a line of (L, p), q E <L, p) - R, any block containing R and q contains 
(L, p>, Thus, if B is a block containing R but not (L, p), we have (B) A 
(L, p) = R, so all lines of (L, p) are projective hyperplanes of (L, p) and 
(L, p) is a projective plane. So, by [19], D, is a projective space. Suppose that 
every i-dimensional subspace of D, (i 3 2) is on the same number pi of 
blocks, let V be a i-dimensional subspace, let p $ V and let b,, V be the number 
of blocks on p and V. We have 
b - 
((k - l)i + (k - l)i-l + ... + 1) Pi - p 
‘*” - (k - l)i + (k - I)i-l + ..a + (k - 1)2 + (k - 1) 
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so that all (i + 1)-dimensional subspaces are contained in the same number 
of blocks. By induction, all hyperplanes are on the same number of blocks, 
which proves the Theorem. 
Theorem 3 yields the following factor version of the Dembowski-Wagner 
theorem: 
COROLLARY. If P is a set of k-subsets of a finite set S satisfying: 
(i) If HI, H, E P, HI f H, then the sets H - (HI IT H,) where H 
runs over all elements of P containing HI n H, , partition S - (HI n Hz). 
(ii) S is not the union of two elements of P, then the lattice associated 
to C(P) is a projective space and all sets npEHEP H where p ES - nHeP H 
have the same cardinality. 
Proof. If for every x ES - nHEP H, there is at most one HE P with 
x E H, then all claims are easily verified. If there is an x ES - nHEP H 
through which there are at least two elements of P, then the incidence struc- 
ture whose points are the elements of P and whose blocks are the points of 
S not contained in nHEP H and where HIx(H E P, x ES - fiHEP H) iff 
x E H satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. 
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